Abstract—This work presents novel solid microneedles (MNs) integrated with a complementary capillary system (CCS) that enables autonomous localization of therapeutic loading. The CCS-MN, realized by 3-D direct-laser-writing (DLW), displays a double-stacked cone structure with a unique top cone consisting of opposing capillary actions: 1) external/internal capillary channels for rapid wicking/loading of liquid contents, respectively, and 2) a hydrophobic doubly-reentrant structure located at the bottom circumference for autonomous liquid confinement at the MN tip. A 2 × 2 CCS-MN array achieved robust skin penetration, withstanding 90 mN force while penetrating 300 μm into porcine skin. Significantly enhanced localized liquid loading was confirmed with the integrated CCS-MN when compared to a conventional conical MN, showing a 3.3-fold increase in loaded liquid volume (10 nL vs. 3 nL) in good agreement with the qualitative staining test on the porcine skin from the delivered dye. Combined, this work provides a unique MN design solution realized by the DLW technology that will significantly advance minimally invasive transdermal delivery platforms. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

The technological innovations in both creating biocompatible and ergonomic devices and interfacing them with various tissue and cellular targets hold exciting possibilities for engineering, modulating, and ultimately enabling therapeutic benefits in a broad range of body systems (e.g. digestive, nervous, immune systems, etc.), [1]–[5]. In particular, skin, as the largest immune organ, has provided the easiest route to access or connect with the body via advanced healthcare devices, driving the recent growing interest in utilizing wearable devices for the advent of next-generation medical diagnostics and treatments [6].

In addition to the physiological information (e.g. temperature, heart rate, sweat biochemistry, etc.) available for daily health monitoring and/or diagnostics, the skin, rich in dendritic cells (DCs) and lymph, is a primary therapeutics/vaccine delivery site [7]. Microneedle arrays (MNAs) represent a distinct class of skin-targeting platforms, enabling minimally-invasive transdermal delivery of therapeutics and vaccines with strong efficacy [8], [9], particularly in administering vaccines to target different types of pathogenic viruses (e.g. influenza [10], measles [11], polio [12]).

Among the various types of MNAs [13], coated MNAs (vs. dissolvable-, hollow-, or poke-and-patch- MNAs) provide a mechanically robust versatile delivery system capable of loading a broad spectrum of materials, ranging from small molecules to proteins, DNA, viruses, and even microparticles [14]. The efficacy of the coated MNAs have been evaluated not only in transdermal delivery, but also for delivery via eye, vascular tissue, and the oral cavity [15]. While various deliverables can potentially be coated on solid MNA surfaces, coating the potential deliverables onto MN surfaces with high uniformity and selectivity has been a challenging task, primarily owing to the 1) limited surface area for sufficient dosage, and 2) the need for both optimization in surface energy and viscosity of carrier liquids as well as the specifically designed instruments (e.g. screening masks, ink-jet printer) for controlled liquid introduction onto MNs [16].

This work leverages the state-of-the-art 3-D direct laser writing (DLW) technology to realize system-level integration of the 3-D capillary components into MNs, ultimately to enable highly efficient and self-localizing therapeutics loading. The complementary capillary system integrated microneedle (CCS-MN) design developed in this work allowed autonomous localization of liquids carrying potential deliverables with a consistent 10 nL liquid loading per CCS-MN (compared to a 3 nL loading with conventional MN design). Combined with the mechanical robustness for skin penetration, this work successfully demonstrates an innovation in the system-level design of next-generation MNs capable of achieving self-localized coating of potential therapeutic deliverables.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Design and Fabrication of CCS-MN

Fig. 1a shows the CCS comprising the liquid-wicking capillary channels as well as the liquid-confining doubly reentrant overhang. The internal capillary channels displaying a volume of ∼30 pL/MN were incorporated to address one of the major issues associated with coated MNAs’ limited surface area for providing enough dosage. The doubly reentrant structure design has been adopted for the MNs from a previous work where an extremely limited wetting property was demonstrated, relying only on curved 3-D structures [17]. The realization of the complex MN structure was enabled via DLW (Nanoscribe Photonic Professional GT), and IP-S proprietary resin was utilized for its relatively robust mechanical property (Young’s modulus: 2.6 GPa [18]) among the available photocurable resins. As shown in Fig. 1b, each CCS-MN characterized in this work displays 500 μm height (considering the epidermal depths (60 – 300 μm) for transdermal deliveries [19]) with a spacing of 300 μm between the neighboring MNs in a 2 × 2 array. The small number array of the CCS-MNs utilized in this work was sufficient for demonstration of the integrated capillary system. Printing a larger array of the CCS-MN can be accomplished using DLW for the price of a longer printing duration (i.e. the DLW of the 2×2 CCS-MN array lasted ∼20 mins with the Nanoscribe Professional GT).

B. CCS-MN Characterization

Porcine skin (Animal Biotech Industries, Inc) was utilized as a biological skin model for characterizing both mechanical stability and liquid content delivery. For the mechanical characterization, thawed porcine skin was cut into approximately 1 cm × 1 cm patches for testing. The force profile during the MN penetration into the skin (at a displacement rate of 0.1 mm/s for a 0.4 mm distance) was characterized using a universal testing machine (Model 5565, Instron, MA, USA) with tensile and compressive modes containing a +−50 N load cell.

For the characterization of MN loading and delivery, a food color dye (FD&C Blue 1, McCormick) was utilized as a model deliverable to facilitate the CCS-MN evaluation. Specifically, dye solutions in two different dilutions (undiluted vs. 97.5 % dilution in 0.01 M phosphate buffer saline (PBS)) were utilized to investigate the impact of the contact angles (CA) on capillary loading. The operation of the integrated CCS, including capillary wicking and autonomous confinement of liquid wetting, was confirmed using a high speed camera (Redlake MotionPro HS-3) to capture the rapid changes in shapes of dye solution droplets upon contact with the microneedles, and the amount of the liquid loading was quantified using optical density (OD) measurement at λ = 630 nm (absorption peak wavelength of the dye), with qualitative comparisons with level of skin coloration after delivery. For the evaluation of the delivery, the MNs remained inside the skin for 5 minutes after insertion to provide enough time for the dye solution delivery into the skin tissue via diffusion. The samples for the OD experiments were prepared by direct immersion of the loaded MNs in optical cuvettes prefilled with a buffer solution (0.01 M phosphate buffer saline, pH 7.2), and the amount of the loaded liquid volume was characterized by comparing with a standardization curve custom-generated with a known dye volume.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Morphology and Robustness of 3-D Printed CCS-MNs

The SEM images shown in Fig. 2 confirm the successful 3-D construction of the double-stacked cone shaped microneedle structure. The CCS components are integrated in the top cone, which displays excellent sharpness with the MN tip measuring 1 μm in diameter. This was achieved after optimizations of the key DLW parameters including the laser power and scan speed. Both the internal and external capillary channels have been successfully formed without any noticeable structural distortion. The development step after DLW, necessary for removing excess photo-resin, was critical to completely hollow out the internal capillary channels while maintaining the good adhesion between the printed structure and substrate (glass).
Fig. 2. SEM images of the 3-D printed CCS-MN: (a) overview of the unit CCS-MN showing the doubly-stacked cone structure with the CCS integrated at the top cone; (b) 1 μm diameter MN-tip with the external capillary channel starting at the sharp tip for rapid liquid wicking; (c) inlets to the internal capillary channels; (d) doubly-reentrant overhang at the circumference of the bottom of the top-cone, enabling self-localization of the introduced liquid.

Fig. 3. Characterization of the mechanical forces experienced by the MNs (CCS-MN vs. conventional conical MN) while (a) penetrating through and (b) being removed from porcine skin. The linear characteristics observed in both measurements indicate robust penetration and easy removal of the ECCS-MN, comparable to the sharper and smoother conical MN. (Scale bars: 100 μm).

The doubly reentrant structure located at the circumference of the top cone, shown in Fig. 1d, closely resembles that of the previous reports ensuring structural hydrophobicity for autonomously confining liquid loading/coating at the top cone. More importantly, as shown in Fig. 3, the polymeric CCS-MN showed a robust mechanical property for penetrating the porcine skin model, demonstrating robust insertion without any major disruptions/breakages as indicated by the linear change in force along the displacement, resisting up to 90 mN over 300 μm of penetration (effective penetration displacement). In particular, the double stacked cone structure of the CCS-MN did not induce a noticeable discrete change in insertion (Fig. 3a) or pull-out force (Fig. 3b), showing a similar change in force compared to a conventional single cone MN (Conical MN) structure. This implies a no significant tissue damage that can potentially be induced by the barb structure during the pull-out step, but this requires a further characterization using histology methods to confirm.

B. Autonomously Localized Liquid Loading

As mentioned earlier, the dye solutions in two different dilutions (original and 97.5 % dilution) were utilized in this work, each showing different surface energy as indicated by the CAs measured on Au surfaces (43.2° for original dye vs. 65.7° for diluted dye) shown in Fig. 4a. As shown in Fig. 4b, the capillary wicking event occurred more rapidly with the low surface energy liquid (i.e. the original dye containing multiple organic solvents) as compared to the diluted dye, mostly comprised of aqueous media. Specifically, the time for the respective liquid front to reach the doubly reentrant circumference of the top cone measured 3.5 ms for the original dye compared to the 10 ms for the diluted dye. Overall, it is important to emphasize that the successful wicking event with the diluted dye was confirmed, as most of the injected
Fig. 5. (a) Liquid confinement on the CCS-MN with the doubly reentrant overhang, as opposed to the (b) continued spreading along the MN side wall on conical MN. The bottom schematics illustrate the balance between the three surface tensions at the wetting fronts and indicate that the liquid confinement at the CCS-MN can be maintained given $\theta^*_{\text{CCS}} < \theta_Y$ (Young’s CA).

therapeutics or vaccines are stored in aqueous media. The successful loading of the dye on the CCS-MN was further confirmed by a microscope image shown in Fig. 4c.

More importantly, the autonomous confinement of the liquid loading to the top cone was achieved by successful incorporation of the doubly reentrant structure. As compared in Fig. 5, the liquid-confinement observed at the doubly reentrant overhang on the CCS-MN (Fig. 5a), as opposed to the conical MN (Fig. 5b), confirms the completion of the integrated complementary system that enables autonomous localization of MN liquid loading. The enabling mechanism can be explained by the diagrams shown in red dotted boxes of Fig. 5a and 5b (\(\gamma_{\text{Solid-Liquid}}\), \(\gamma_{\text{Solid-Gas}}\), and \(\gamma_{\text{Liquid-Gas}}\) refers to surface tensions at the respective interfaces). The continuously curved microstructures along the doubly reentrant overhang design enable apparent CA ($\theta^*$) of the liquid meniscus at the spreading front to remain below the Young’s CA ($\theta_Y$) in ambient conditions, ultimately providing overall limited wetting characteristics. For further details behind the structural hydrophobicity please refer to [17].

Fig. 6. Comparisons of (a) skin colorations (scale bar: 100 \(\mu\)m) and (b) OD630nm measurements ($n = 3$) confirming the enhanced liquid loading/delivery with the CCS-MNs compared to conical MNs. (c) The loaded liquid volume is estimated to be 10 nL for the $2 \times 2$ CCS-MN array, compared to 3 nL for the conical MN.

C. Controlled Skin Delivery

In order to evaluate the enhanced liquid loading and delivery with the CCS-MN developed in this work, control MN samples displaying a conventional conical structure (i.e. single cone design with the absence of the top cone in CCS-MN) were utilized for comparison. Fig. 6a compares top-down optical microscope images taken from porcine skin after the delivery of the loaded dye contents using the respective MNs. The CCS-MN showed more dense skin coloration with the delivered dye contents compared to the conical MNs for both original and diluted dye cases, indicating the effective function of the embedded capillary channels for increasing the loaded liquid contents. When characterized using OD measurements for quantification of the enhancement, the difference in OD between the two different MNs was larger when loaded with the original dye compared to the diluted dye. This is most likely attributed to the lower surface energy of the original dye which drives the liquid to stay on the MN surface rather than getting pulled back upon separation of the source droplets after MN loading.

The volume of the diluted dye loaded onto CCS-MN was analyzed using a calibration plot, as shown in Fig. 6c. The results indicated that the CCS MN carried $\sim 3.3$ fold more
of the dye solution compared to the conical MN (10 nL vs. 3 nL). While this is a significant increment factor enhancing potential therapeutics/vaccine dosage range, the increment did not correspond with the designed volume of the capillary channels, which was in the pico-liter range. This implies the need of further characterization for a better understanding of the role of the internal capillary channels in enhancing the overall liquid loading volume.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, a novel complementary capillary system (CCS) integrated into a conventional solid MN design has been demonstrated, enabling autonomous localization of liquid loading/coating on MNs for the next-generation minimally-invasive therapeutic/preventive applications. This work leveraged a state-of-the-art 3-D printing technology (DLW with Nanoscribe Professional GT) for realizing complex 3-D capillary structures on MNs. With the optimized printing process parameters, the Nanoscribe printed a 2×2 array of the CCS-MN in 20 mins with excellent structural fidelity, closely replicating the 3-D computer aided designs (CAD) with 1-μm resolution. The characterization of both liquid wicking and confinement confirmed successful integration of the CCS into MNs, enabling autonomous localization of an aqueous media carrier for therapeutics/vaccines—which can potentially eliminate the need for manufacturing tools and equipment (e.g. screening masks, ink-jet printer) for achieving the same result. Combined with the robust mechanical property and the enhanced liquid loading capability of the CCS-MN, the authors believe that this work provides and enables a MN design strategy for the development of the next-generation of therapeutics/vaccine delivery devices.

The authors should note that the 3-D printing technology utilized in this work is not an ideal choice for manufacturing MN arrays, as of today, due to its relatively low throughput nature compared to conventional high-throughput manufacturing methods utilized for MNs, including highly parallel microfabrication processes for micro-molding techniques. The DLW technology will need to incorporate additional laser sources or advanced optical system configurations to achieve a parallel printing process in order to compete with or lead the conventional 3-D micromanufacturing techniques. Knowing that the mechanical property of the 3-D printed resin is robust enough for skin penetration, the advanced DLW technology will provide an unprecedented route not only for incorporating enabling structures into MN arrays but also for facile integration with additional functional materials (flexible/ergonomic substrates, conductive/electrode materials), ultimately towards achieving enhanced therapeutic efficacy and disease prevention.
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